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“MYSPACE MOM” ASKS
COURT NOT TO STRETCH
FEDERAL CRIME BEYOND
CONGRESS’ INTENT
by WILLIAM TASCH
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hen a person engages in indisputably despicable behavior, and a child
dies as a result, does it matter if she is convicted under a statute that
was never intended to cover the particular situation? This is the question that
George Wu, Federal District Judge in the Central District of California, must
confront in the case of a Missouri woman whose severe cyber-bullying drove a
13-year-old girl to suicide.
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The woman, Lori Drew, and Ashley Grills, an 18-year-old family friend,
opened a MySpace account posing as a 16-year-old boy named “Josh Evans.”1
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The account was opened solely for the purpose of harassing the victim, Megan
Meier, who had gotten in a tiff with Drew’s daughter at school.2 Drew and
Grills, as “Josh,” flirted with Meier and lured her into an online relationship.3
About a month later, “Josh” broke off the relationship and turned vindictive.4
Shortly after receiving a message from Josh telling her that “the world would
be a better place without you,” Meier hanged herself.5
Prosecutors in Missouri investigated the incident, but concluded that Drew
and Grills’ conduct was not prohibited under the state’s criminal code.6 “We
did not have a charge to fit it,” Lt. Craig McGuire, the spokesman for the local
sheriff’s department told the Suburban Journals newspaper.7 “I don’t know
that anybody can sit down and say, ‘This is why this young girl took her
life.’”8
Later, Thomas P. O’Brien, United States Attorney in the district of California
where MySpace servers are located, found a charge.9 His office indicted Drew
under the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA).10 The CFAA was intended
to extend and more clearly define crimes prohibiting malicious computer hacking.11 Drew’s conduct was illegal access of a computer system under the
CFAA, O’Brien argued, because Drew had accessed MySpace servers using a
false identity, which is in violation of MySpace terms of service.12 The jury
found Drew guilty on this theory.13 Now the judge must decide whether, as a
matter of law, the verdict can stand.14
26794 lpr_14-2 Sheet No. 30 Side A

The case has incited widespread debate, and raised questions about how far a
court should stretch a statute to cover unpredicted circumstances begging for
recognition under the law.15 Many are satisfied that Drew’s conviction now
makes her eligible for a 20 year maximum sentence, and are willing to overlook
the fact that the statute was not originally intended to apply to her situation.16
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Many legal scholars, however, worry about the precedent that Drew’s conviction might set. According to the prosecution’s theory of the case, anyone who
has misrepresented any information about themselves in a website registration
form would be guilty of a federal crime. It would be illegal to violate the terms
of service of a website, essentially giving individual websites the ability to define crimes under the Act. This, the scholars argue, could not have been Congress’ intent.17
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UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS?

Congress passed the CFAA in 1986 to equip prosecutors with the power to
punish malicious computer hackers seeking sensitive data from computer systems.18 The Senate Judiciary Committee report recommending passage clarified that the law was aimed at “a new type of criminal—one who uses
computers to steal, to defraud, and to abuse the property of others.”19
The provisions relevant to the Drew case remain the same as they were in
1986.20 The jury convicted Drew of “intentionally access[ing] a computer
without authorization or exceed[ing] authorized access, and thereby obtain[ing]. . . information from any” computer used in interstate commerce or
communication.21 Drew accessed MySpace servers without authorization, the
indictment alleged, by using MySpace in violation of MySpace Terms of Service (TOS). The TOS require, inter alia, MySpace users to give truthful registration information and to refrain from harassing behavior.22
The indictment further alleged that Drew’s violation of the CFAA was done in
furtherance of a tortious act, namely, intentional infliction of emotional distress.23 This would upgrade the crime to a felony.24
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The judge instructed the jury that “access without authorization” “means to
access a computer without the approval, permission or sanction of the computer’s owner.”25 The jury convicted Drew of unauthorized access, though it
did not find her violation to be in furtherance of intentional infliction of emotional distress.26
After the trial and the jury’s decision, Judge Wu agreed to hear a post-verdict
Rule 29 motion for judgment of acquittal.27 He considers this motion
currently.
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Drew’s legal team focuses its argument on the limits that courts have traditionally placed when a crime is defined as committing an act without consent or
authorization.28 Orin Kerr, a George Washington University Law Professor
and former Justice Department technology crime prosecutor, volunteered to
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represent Drew as post-verdict counsel pro bono.29 In his supplemental brief,
Kerr argues that “[a] website Terms of Service can define the contract between
owner and user, but it does not define the scope of criminal law.”30 The contrary holding risks rendering millions of internet users into federal criminals,
Kerr cautioned.31
In response, the Government asserts that the plain terms of the CFAA support
the verdict, and pointed to a number of cases where lower courts have held
that exceeding the computer system owner’s TOS constituted “unauthorized
access,” giving rise to civil liability under the CFAA.32 The government further
argued that Drew’s reference to the millions of TOS violations which occur on
a daily basis essentially boils down to an “everybody does it” argument which
the court should not endorse.33
Outside the courtroom, the legal opposition to Drew’s verdict bred controversy and occasionally emotional outrage. Some observers believe the verdict
should be upheld because it had a positive result. Parry Aftab, an attorney who
advocates for online child safety, told MSNBC that it was “about time that
there was some justice” coming out of the circumstances surrounding Meier’s
death.34
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Meier’s mother herself has spoken out in support of the prosecution. The day
of the indictment, the elder Meier recounted disappointment when the local
prosecutor in Missouri brought no charges, and expressed gratitude that “some
court system finally sees that there is some criminal justice here.”35
Numerous policy and legal analysts warn, however, that upholding Drew’s
conviction could set dangerous precedent. “Drew’s conduct was irresponsible,
but it was not criminal,” writes Andrew M. Grossman, Senior Legal Analyst at
the Heritage Foundation.36
Matthew L. Levine, a former federal prosecutor and current defense attorney,
told the Associated Press: “[u]nfortunately, there’s not a law that covers every
bad thing in the world. It’s a bad idea to use laws that have very different
purpose.”37 The fear is that the Government’s theory allows website operators,
rather than legislatures, to define criminal conduct under the CFAA.
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CREATIVE LEGAL SOLUTIONS

IN A

LEGISLATION VACUUM

Despite disagreements about whether CFAA should be construed to prohibit
Drew’s conduct, most agree that there “ought to be a law” more squarely addressed at cyber-bullying. Indeed, Meier’s home state of Missouri has since
adopted such a law, but a similar bill introduced in Congress was quietly defeated last year.38
In the absence of nationwide legislative protection, the attorneys general from
49 states and the District of Columbia entered agreements with officials from
MySpace and Facebook last year which require the adoption of more robust
child-protection measures.39 Under the agreements, the companies must more
actively police malicious user activity occurring on their sites.40 MySpace and
Facebook are also required to erect technical barriers on their sites which, inter
alia, prevent children’s profiles from being searched and ensure that children
cannot register as adults.41
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Though most agree these steps are beneficial, they do not offer perfect protection. For those that circumvent the counter-measures, the sites can do little
more than ban the individual from further use. The sites can cooperate with
prosecuting authorities to punish the individual, but, as Drew’s case illustrates,
these authorities need the right legislation in place in order to be successful.
Where legislators have not taken action, prosecutors, judges, and regulators
must do what they can with the authority they have, and may be asked again
to risk stretching that authority to the breaking point.
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